Signode Grip Pack Cutter
Up to 32 mm

Prototype

Buy at Allstrap (866) 779-2674
Grip Pack Cutter Features and Benefits

- Heavy Duty yet Portable Cutter
- Made from Impact-Resistant Nylon
- Lightweight 7.5 lbs. (3.4 kgs.)
- Ergonomic
- Easy to Use
- Battery Operated

Buy at Allstrap (866) 779-2674
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Features and Benefits

• Heavy Duty Construction
  • Made from High-Impact resistant Nylon
  • Designed to endure drops

• Works with Steel or Polyester
  • Up to 2 straps of .044 (1.12 mm) thickness together!
  • Up to 1-1/4” (32 mm) in width
Buy at Allstrap (866) 779-2674

Features and Benefits

- **Durable Cutting Blade and Block**
  - Allows easy entry of strap
  - Cutter will do 50,000+ cuts

- **Gripper Holds strap after cutting**
  - Aggressive serration pattern to hold highly tensioned strap
  - Helps protect operator from strap springing back after cutting under tension
Buy at Allstrap (866) 779-2674

GripPack Cutter Ergonomics

- Balanced drill style grip
  - Front to back
  - Side to side

- Lightweight – 7.5 lbs. (3.4 kgs.)

- Optional Handle for Added Stability
GripPack Cutter Operation

- One handed operation
  - Easier to operate
  - Can get into tight spaces

- Two types of operation
  - 1- For tensioned loads
    - Press once quickly to cut and hold strap (protects operator)
    - Press again to release strap
    - Allows user to easily pull strap off of load
  - 2 - For tensioned or non-tensioned strap
    - Hold down trigger for one step cut and release
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Grip Pack Cutter Features and Benefits

• LED to Illuminate Cutting Area
Buy at Allstrap (866) 779-2674
GripPack Cutter Battery

- 240+ Cuts per Charge
- 18 volt Bosch Lithium Ion Battery
- 30 Minute Charge Time
  - 80% charged after 15 minutes
Key Markets

- **De-lashing/Lashing**
  - Ships
  - Rail Loads
  - Pre-cut straps in tight spaces
  - Cutting tails from manual loads

- **Steel Processing**
  - Service centers
  - Coil processing
  - Tube
  - Plate

- **Recipients of Strapped Loads**
  - Tubing
  - Lumber
  - Flat glass
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Value Proposition

- Cost Justification

- Productivity Improvement
  - Ability to work in tight spaces
  - Reduced Effort - doesn’t slow down

- Safety Costs
  - Ergonomics
  - One-handed operation
  - Protects operator from highly tensioned cut strap
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The Grip Pack Family
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